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Where and how we balance on our seat or feet will
determine the security of our balance and the positive
performance in our horses for whatever style of riding we
choose. I use the term Classical because for eons good technicians
on riding had figured out where you needed to sit and how out of
necessity for the survival and execution of complicated and highspeed maneuvers whether in battle/working stock/exhibition/equestrian fine arts.
Long ago the Spanish/Portuguese mounted bullfighters would
taunt bulls in the arena, which required incredibly explosive movements to avoid their charges and prove the mettle of their horses. It
was imperative that their seat be totally balanced as to not interfere
with the maneuverability of the horse or death may have resulted. The
old masters of Classical Dressage also found themselves in a very similar balanced position to perform Dressage or High School movements.
Curiously the balance point in high-speed riding in Western or jumping
in the English discipline has to be at the same point as well, otherwise
safety and performance is compromised.
The bullfighters found they needed a saddle with a level seat that
allowed them to balance on the horse’s centre of gravity. This is where
the girth and stirrup leathers needed to be as well. Sure enough the
position that we need to be to ride the most effective -- Dressage or
even High School -- needs to occur in the same position. These riders
found that by having a more level seat they could ride on their isheals
(the two bony points, not the softer back part of your posterior) and
more easily balance over the horse’s centre of gravity. English or
Western riders who have figured out how to balance over the horse’s
centre of gravity, whether on their seats or their feet, have also found
that their ride is much more secure and allows a higher degree of
performance by not impeding the horse’s athletic movement.
Our problem arises with the design of saddle-makers
and the desire of riders wanting them built for comfort not
ease of balance. The simplest way of describing where your balance needs to be is by using the analogy of the teeter-totter. If you
stood right over the fulcrum no matter how much either end was
moved you could stand very securely as the greatest action occurs
at the peripherals. As you move farther away from the fulcrum things
get more exciting. The centre of gravity on a horse is not as static
but the principle still applies. Another good example of this in action
is bull/bronc riders at a rodeo. They will balance on their seat bones
right above their mount’s centre of gravity. If the rider keeps his centre
of gravity in this position you will see combined poetry in motion. Of
course bulls have a nasty way of throwing a wonderful twist into this
which can make it very difficult for riders to stay centred. What happens at the peripheral ends of the rider’s body means very little other
than flare to the ride if both isheal seat bones stay grounded in the
correct position. In any type of riding if you are behind or ahead of the
fulcrum you get into the launch effect. With some of the saddles out
there if your weight is on your butt rather than your seat bones that
nice high rise at the end of your couch … I mean saddle … acts like
the raised edge of a spoon, increasing the catapulting force.

From the position I am riding in you can see I can’t just sit back in this saddle
it has a level top.

This principle applies to other types of riding as well. Barrel racers whose horses seem to be off-balance around the barrels, find it is
often related to this and lean. Jumpers also while in a two-point need
to stay above the fulcrum and move with it otherwise if they get in front
of it or behind it the horse’s jump is really complicated, never mind
the rider’s safety. This is true for the seat in High School maneuvers
such as the Capriole. This original airs above the ground fighting move
would lead to a similar destiny of the bullfighter losing his ride in a less
than graceful fashion with an incorrect seat.
In more controlled movements such as Dressage/
Reining the end effect in most cases is not a dislodged rider.
A poorly seated rider may cause a decreased quality of performance.
The movement may be stiff or poorly engage the rear; transitions will
be tight because the rider is pounding the back, or clenching their
seat and legs while off-balanced. Often these horses will be heavier
on the front end and in the reins as it is very difficult for such a rider
to stay out of the way of the horse’s movement. Horses may become
unhappy never mind not performing close to their potential; many may
actually become injured because of impact or muscle strain bracing
against the restricted movement or impact.
The goal of this article is to cause riders to realize the
importance of how we ride and the tack we choose. Secondly
this is also an introduction to a future article discussing how to improve
our seat or feet so we can more safely balance, facilitating a happy
athletic performance from our equine partners.

